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Role of hydrogen bonding in charge-ordered organic conductor α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 probed by 127I
nuclear quadrupole resonance
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We present 127I nuclear quadrupole resonance spectra and nuclear relaxation of α-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 that
undergoes a charge-ordering transition. Only one of the two I3 anion sites shows a significant differentiation
in the electric field gradients across the first-order transition. The charge modulation only in the BEDT-TTF
layers cannot reproduce; instead, an anion-donor interaction accompanied by hydrogen bonding is necessary.
The dominating source for the nuclear relaxation is the local libration of the I3 anions, but an anomalous peak is
detected just below the transition, as observed by 13C NMR.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic correlation in a quasi-two-dimensional or-
ganic conductor (BEDT-TTF)2X stabilizes various ground
states, including quantum spin liquids or Dirac elec-
tron systems. Molecular arrangements of the BEDT-TTF
[bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene, hereafter abbreviated
as ET] in the alternating conducting planes specify the elec-
tronic correlation leading to various physical properties [1,2].
Of these, α, β ′′, or θ type molecular arrangements establish
two-dimensional 3/4-filled (1/4-filled hole) electronic bands.
Long-range Coulomb interactions cause ground states such as
charge ordering (CO), ferroelectricity [3,4], charge glass [5],
and superconductivity [6–9].

A quasi-two-dimensional organic conductor α-ET2I3,
shown in Fig. 1(a), is one of the most studied organic con-
ductors [10]. This material has a quarter-filled electronic band,
showing a Mott-insulating instability. One prominent property
of α-ET2I3 is the realization of a Dirac electron system under
applied pressure [11–15]. At ambient pressure, the system
shows a metal-insulator transition at TCO ≈ 135 K associated
with the CO transition [3,4,16]. It is widely accepted that
the modulation pattern of the CO is not checkerboardlike
but zigzag-chain-like with charge-rich sites A and B, and
charge-poor sites A′ and C [Fig. 1(b)], as revealed by x-ray
structural analysis [17], infrared and Raman spectroscopies
[18–20], and 13C-NMR spectroscopy [21–24].

Despite the consensus on the modulation pattern, issues
remain regarding the mechanism of the CO transition. Many
theoretical studies have been conducted and a variety of
proposals have been made. Coulomb repulsion in the quarter-
filled band of the ET layers has been proposed [1,26–29],
followed by a claim that the electron-phonon interaction plays
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a crucial role to reproduce the CO pattern [30–33]. While
these theories consider only interactions within the intra-
ET layers, some approaches actively incorporate the role of
the anion layer through hydrogen bonding. Reference [34]
pointed out the significant role of the H-I−1/2 σ bond between
the anion and edge protons in the ET molecule. Since the
energy difference between the σ bond and π electrons of
donor molecules are far apart, the σ hybridization is expected
to conserve the total charge density in the ET layers. However,
the σ bond can constrain atomic positions across the structural
phase transition, and also the problem regarding the stability
of the Mottness of the quarter-filled band perturbed by the
hydrogen bond attracts much attention.

In this paper, we propose 127I-nuclear quadrupole reso-
nance (NQR) as a microscopic tool to examine the specific
H-I−1/2 bonds. The NQR spectra of α-ET2I3 are qualitatively
reproduced using first-principles calculations, which enables
us to claim the microscopic interactions that occur during the
CO transition. Utilizing another merit of NQR, unlike with
13C NMR, we can directly observe static and dynamic charge
properties via an electric field gradient (EFG), and we found
the zigzaglike charge modulation in the CO state across a
first-order transition. Only one of two I-spectral lines shows
significant splitting at TCO, which cannot be reproduced by an
electrostatic interaction only from the ET layers, and an inter-
action between the ET and I3 layers through such a hydrogen
bonding is necessary. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate
(1/T1) is dominated by local fluctuation of the I3 anions, of
which the energy is five times smaller than the Debye fre-
quency. We also found enhancements of 1/T1 just below TCO.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Single crystals of α-ET2I3 were grown by the standard
electrochemical reaction [16]. The 127I-NQR experiment was
performed on a polycrystalline sample of 14.2 mg under
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of (a) α-I3 [25]. BEDT-TTF molecules
labeled as A, B (A′, C) show charge-rich (charge-poor) sites for
T < TCO. (b) Top view of the conduction plane in the CO state.
(c) Insulating I3 plane. The inversion center is lost for T < TCO,
by which I1 and I3, and I2 and I4 sites become crystallographically
inequivalent.

zero magnetic fields. The NQR spectrum was obtained by
fast Fourier transformation of the spin-echo signal with a
π/2-π pulse sequence, where the typical π/2 pulse length
was 2.5 µs. The 1/T1 were measured using the inversion and
saturation recovery methods and were obtained by fitting the
magnetization curves using

1 − M(t )
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∝ 3

28
exp

(
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T1

)
+ 25

28
exp

(
−10t

T1

)
(1)

(see the Supplemental Material [35] and also Refs. [36,37]
therein). Here, t is the interval between inversion (saturation)
and the first π/2 pulses, and M(t ) is the magnetization at
time t . We confirmed that the same T1 values were obtained
by both methods in the appropriate temperature range. EFGs
at the iodine sites of α-ET2I3 were calculated using the first-
principles calculations based on the full-potential linearized
augmented plane-wave (FLAPW) method [38,39]. The calcu-
lations are based on density-functional theory (DFT), and the
exchange and correlation potential is represented by a gener-
alized gradient approximation in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
formula [35,40].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. NQR spectra

We found two 127I-NQR spectral lines at 172.2 and
173.1 MHz at 150 K, as shown in Fig. 2(a), while sweeping
in the range of 170–176 MHz. Reported 127I-NQR studies of
I3 anions in quaternary ammonium salts indicated that the
observed resonances are ascribed to ±1/2 ↔ ±3/2 transi-
tions of the terminal iodines [41,42]. At a terminal iodine,
the EFG tensor is nearly axially symmetric [42] [i.e., η =
(Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz � 0, where Vii (i = x, y, z) are the diagonal
components of the EFG tensor]. The NQR frequency νQ is
expressed as νQ = 3eQVzz

20h (1 + 59
54η2), where e, Q, and h are

the elementary charge, the nuclear quadrupole moment of

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature evolution of the 127I-NQR spectra. The
inset shows the central peak at 6 K. (b) Temperature dependence
of the 127I-NQR frequency. The solid lines are the fitting curves of
νQ(T ) = ν0(1 − αT 3/2).

the 127I nucleus [−680(10) mb [43]], and Planck’s constant,
respectively.

In α-ET2I3, two crystallographically independent I3 an-
ions, D and E, exist [Fig. 1(c)]. Since the central iodine of
each anion is located at the inversion center (1c and 1d sites
in Wyckoff positions), the terminal iodines of each anion
group are equivalent and occupied at 2i sites above TCO. As
a result, two independent terminal iodines exist, holding rela-
tions I1 = I3 and I2 = I4 (“=” denotes the site equivalency),
which agrees with the two distinct lines observed in our NQR
spectra. As discussed below, the signals at the high and low
frequencies can be assigned to the D and E sites, respectively,
from the calculation of the EFG using first-principles method.

At 139 K, five distinct lines are observed, as shown in
Fig. 2(a), and the three lines remain at the lowest temperature.
The temperature of 139 K corresponds to TCO, and the co-
existence of high-temperature and low-temperature peaks in
the spectrum indicates that the phase transition is a first-order
transition. Below TCO, four lines are expected according to
the loss of the inversion center by the CO transition [17].
Although the number of observed lines below TCO is three, the
intensities are approximately 1:2:1 from the low-frequency
side, suggesting that the NQR spectra consist of four lines.
The central peak below TCO splits slightly, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 2(a). We considered that two lines nearly over-
lap at νQ ≈ 173 MHz because they exhibit nearly the same
magnitude of EFG at the terminal iodine sites.

All the νQ’s increase upon cooling as a result of lattice
contraction, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The slope of νQ at the D site
is larger than that at the E site above TCO, and below TCO, the
slopes of νQ at the high- and low-frequency signals are larger
than that at the central frequency. An empirical formula for
temperature-dependent νQ(T ) considering thermal expansion
of the unit cell [44],

νQ(T ) = ν0(1 − αT 3/2), (2)

fits the experiments well [solid lines in Fig. 2(b)], and we
summarize the fitted parameters in Table I. Comparing α

values, α at the D site is 1.5 times larger than at the E site
above TCO, and α at the two outer lines is also 1.5 times
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TABLE I. Fitted parameters obtained by fitting νQ(T ) at each site
with Eq. (2)

ν0 (MHz) α (K−3/2)

T > TCO 173.94(1) 2.61(4)

D 172.493(6) 4.47(6)
T > TCO 175.528(4) 4.64(4)

T > TCO 172.72(1) 1.76(3)

E 173.081(7) 3.00(6)
T > TCO 173.123(9) 3.09(9)

larger than at the central line below TCO. The α value that is
dependent on the iodine site can be attributed to the distinct
principal axes of the EFG at D and E, relative to that of the
thermal expansion. We concluded that the two outer lines
originate from the D anion (hereafter, we refer to them as DH

and DL), and the overlapped central line originates from the
E anion (EH and EL). These results show that νQ of the D site
changes significantly because of the CO transition, whereas
the change in νQ of the E site is negligible. We calculated
the EFG at each iodine position using the FLAPW method
to clarify the relationship between the measured NQR signals
and the actual iodine positions [35]. Since the EFG is usually
very sensitive to internal atomic coordinates [45] and hydro-
gen atom positions determined from x-ray diffraction were
not so accurate [46], we performed structural optimization for
iodine and hydrogen atom positions. The relaxed structures
with the crystallographic information file format and detailed
calculation method are included in the Supplemental Material
[35]. The calculated NQR frequencies νQ’s are summarized
in Table II along with the experimental values. At 150 K, the
calculations show that νQ = 174.0 MHz at the D site, which
is 0.4% larger than νQ = 173.3 MHz at the E site. Experi-
mentally, the difference in frequency between the two NQR
lines is approximately 0.5%, which is in good quantitative
agreement. Hence, the high- and low-frequency lines are
interpreted as signals originating from D and E anions.

At 30 K, the calculated νQ at the D site splits significantly
into two lines with higher and lower frequencies, while the
change at the E site is small. To discuss the amount of change
in the D and E sites during the CO transition, we define(

	ν

ν

)
Q,k

≡ (νQ,kH − νQ,kL )30 K

(νQ,k )150 K
. (3)

where k = D, E sites, resulting in experimental values:
(	ν/ν)Q,D = 1.75% and (	ν/ν)Q,E = 0.02%; calculated

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) νQ,p calculated by the point charge model as
a function of 	ρ with ρ = 0.5 ± 	ρ (0 < 	ρ < 0.5). (a) and
(b) show the calculation results based on the 150 and 30 K structures,
respectively, taking into account only the charge of the ET layers.
(c) shows the results for 150 and 30 K calculated by incorporating
the charge of the I3 layers in addition to the ET layers.

values: (	ν/ν)Q,D = 0.74% and (	ν/ν)Q,E = 0.19%. The
first-principles DFT calculations show that (	ν/ν)Q,D is
larger than (	ν/ν)Q,E, which qualitatively explain the ex-
perimental results, although νQ at the E site still split in the
calculations.

In order to explore the cause behind the different conduct
of the D and E sites, we performed calculations on the EFG
that governs νQ, as a function of the charge-disproportionation
ratio in the ET layer, by utilizing the point charge model
(see the Supplemental Material [35]) [47,48]. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show νQ,p (p = I1–I4) only from the ET layers at
150 K [Fig. 3(a)] and 30 K [Fig. 3(b)] as a function of 	ρ

with ρ = 0.5 ± 	ρ (0 < 	ρ < 0.5). Here, the positive sign
represents rich charge densities ρ for molecules A and B,
while the negative sign corresponds to ρ for molecules A′ and
C in the CO state. 	ρ = 0 is at a high-temperature electronic
state, and 	ρ = 0.2–0.3 is reported in the CO state. At 150 K,
because of 	ρ = 0 and the existence of the inversion symme-
try, νQ,I1 and νQ,I3 (νQ,I2 and νQ,I4) must agree. The agreement
of them at 	ρ = 0, indicated by the arrow [Fig. 3(a)], shows
the validity of the calculation. There is no clear difference
when we compare the νQ at 150 and 30 K. Moreover, as 	ρ

increases, the difference within each anion, i.e., νQ,I1 − νQ,I3,
νQ,I2 − νQ,I4, increases [two-headed arrows in Fig. 3(b)]. This
is inconsistent with the experimental results, in which the E

TABLE II. NQR frequencies of experiments (νexp
Q ) and calculation (νcal

Q ) for terminal iodines of I3 anions.

D E

ν
exp
Q (MHz) νcal

Q (MHz) Site ν
exp
Q (MHz) νcal

Q (MHz) Site

150 K (T > TCO) 173.10 174.0 I1(=I3) 172.17 173.3 I2(=I4)
30 K (T < TCO) 175.40 175.2 I1 173.04 172.9 I2

172.38 173.8 I3 173.00 172.6 I4
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of 1/T1. The dashed lines are
calculated (1/T1)Q with � = 45 and 200 K. The inset shows
the temperature dependence of 1/T1 in the vicinity of TCO. For clarity,
the DH and DL data are multiplied and divided by 1.5, respectively.
The solid curves are 1/T1 = (1/T1)Q + const × exp(−	/kBT ).

line hardly changes in the temperature-dependent spectra and
the D line changes significantly.

Next, we computed the EFG incorporating the EFG from
the negative charges of the I3 layers and show νQ,p in Fig. 3(c).
The magnitudes of the change in νQ,I2 and νQ,I4 across the CO
transition differ significantly: νQ,I2 − νQ,I4 = 0 at 	ρ = 0 for
150 K, and that at 	ρ = 0.4 for 30 K. On the other hand,
νQ,I1 − νQ,I3 is minimized at 	ρ = 0 both for 150 and 30 K,
and νQ,I1 − νQ,I3 at all 	ρ for 30 K is greater than zero. The
less pronounced differentiation in νQ at the E site compared
to the D site in the CO state is replicated, indicating the
substantial role of the interaction between the anion and cation
in reproducing the microscopic spectroscopy.

As the origin of this anion-cation interaction, Alemany
et al. [34] pointed out that the hydrogen bonding is important
and that the E anion is more strongly bound to hydrogen atoms
than the D anion. The presence of hydrogen bonding would
enhance the anion-cation interaction. The observed larger
change in νQ at the E site is consistent with this argument.
Hydrogen bonding has been discussed experimentally from a
structural analysis [34] and also by transport measurements
[49]. In this study, we were able to explore the hydrogen
bonding from a microscopic point of view.

B. Relaxation rate

In Fig. 4, we show the temperature-dependent nuclear
spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 for each spectral line. No
significant variation in 1/T1 for the distinct lines is observed.
The 1/T1 nearly follows power relations in regards to temper-
ature, 1/T1 ∝ T β , which differs from 13C NMR [24]. The β

changes from high temperature, β = 2, to low temperature,
β ≈ 7, suggesting that the relaxation mechanism is quadrupo-
lar relaxation of nuclei by two-phonon Raman processes

[50,51]. The 1/T1 originating from this process is expressed
as [52]

(
1

T1

)
Q

� 81π

2

(
F2h̄

mv2

)2 ∫ �

0

eh̄ω/kBT

(eh̄ω/kBT − 1)2

( ω

�

)6
dω, (4)

where kB, m,� are the Boltzmann constant, the mass of the
127I nucleus, and a cutoff frequency, respectively. v is the
sound velocity in the crystal, which is an order of 103 m/s in
organic conductors [53]. � is represented by the temperature
� = (h̄/kB)� and can be estimated as the Debye tempera-
ture, � = �D = 200 K, which is obtained by heat capacity
measurements of ET organic conductors. F2 characterizes the
phonon modulation of the EFG and is difficult to determine
precisely; however, the simplest estimate, F2 = 2πνQ, works
well [51,54].

The calculated (1/T1)Q is plotted as the blue dashed line
in Fig. 4 using νQ = 173 MHz and � = 200 K, which is
significantly smaller than the experimental 1/T1. Instead, the
calculated (1/T1)Q using � = 45 K (green dashed line) re-
produces the experiments well. This discrepancy suggests that
the local � at iodine sites in Eq. (4) can be smaller than the
global Debye temperature �D estimated from macroscopic
measurements. We can cite several related experiments. The
129I-Mössbauer results of β-ET2I3 have been explained us-
ing the local Debye temperature of ∼100 K [55], which is
smaller than �D � 200 K estimated from the heat capacity
measurement [56]. Raman spectra also showed a low-lying
molecular vibration mode with 27 cm−1 (= 38 K) assigned to
the libration of I3 anions, a reciprocating motion with a fixed
position in the middle of the I3 “stick” (i.e., the central iodine).
These arguments are consistent with our observations.

Around the TCO, we found small peaks for 1/T1 of the
charge-sensitive DH and DL lines, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4. Notably, that the peak temperature is located just below
TCO, by which we consider the source for the additional relax-
ation is not a critical slowing down for the CO. A similar peak
for 1/T1 just below the TCO was observed by 13C-NMR for
the charge-rich site [24]. Reference [24] argues that an emer-
gent antiferromagnetic zigzag chain (S = 1/2) for T < TCO

undergoes a singlet state with a sizable gap of 	 = 40 meV
[29]. We plot 1/T1 = (1/T1)Q + const × exp(−	/kBT ) as the
solid lines in the inset of Fig. 4 and find good agreements
with the experimental 1/T1 for the DH and DL sites. However,
we cannot conclude that magnetic fluctuation from charge-
ordered ET layers is the source for the peaks of 1/T1 because
1/T1 for DH and DL sites that are close to charge-rich and
charge-poor ET molecules show comparable enhancements.

When we consider the difference in the relaxation mecha-
nisms of 13C and 127I (i.e., magnetic fluctuation of the local
spin density for the former and EFG fluctuation for the latter),
we can point out another possibility, other than an emergent
spin chain that undergoes a spin-singlet state. In charge-
density-wave (CDW) systems, it is argued that coherence
peaklike properties just below the transition temperature can
emerge, originating from singularity of the density of states
across the CDW gap [57–59]. The electron density is also
expected to follow an activated T dependence; then, we can-
not discriminate between the energy gaps in the CDW and
spin-singlet Mott systems. The first-principles calculations
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also show a similar singularity for the gap opening due to
Coulomb repulsion [60,61]. Detailed theoretical analyses con-
sidering the gap structures and the relationships between the
magnitudes of the gap and leading electronic/magnetic inter-
actions are necessary to determine the origins of the gap.

In summary, we obtained 127I-NQR spectra and 1/T1 for
α-ET2I3 that undergoes a CO transition at ambient pressure.
The first-principles calculations accurately reproduced the
NQR frequency of each spectral line, which enabled us to
examine the microscopic interactions. The spectral line at the
D site splits significantly, while that at the E site is negligi-
bly small. These results are qualitatively reproduced by EFG
calculations based on a point-charge model that incorporates
contributions from both ET and I3 layers, suggesting the im-
portance of the anion-cation interaction. Furthermore, 1/T1 is

predominantly determined by a two-phonon process charac-
terized by the local vibration of I3 anions. The charge-order
phase transition is first order, without a critical slowing down
of the electronic charges. Just below the TCO, 1/T1 shows an
additional relaxation similar to the reported 13C NMR.
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